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World gas prices (November 12)
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Different markets have different fundamentals Source: Platts



More links mean more security

“If energy markets are well connected and common 

rules are in place there's not much room left to use 

energy supplies as a political instrument. With proper 

price signals and sufficient infrastructure, energy is 

produced where it's cheapest and sent to where it is produced where it's cheapest and sent to where it is 

needed. All this translates into secure energy supplies 

all over Europe and lower bills for consumers.”

– Gunther Oettinger
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State of play with term/spot gas

• Spot markets now determine nearly all the gas prices in 

some EU countries but none in others. In northwest 

Europe, gas-on-gas competition now sets the price for 

some 80% of volumes, with oil-indexation at 20%.  IGU 

estimates 52% of gas is now priced against hubs.

• Interplay between spot and oil depends on depth of offers • Interplay between spot and oil depends on depth of offers 

for spot, where hub prices may retreat to oil level when 

surplus at the hubs is exhausted.

• No reason to expect this situation to persist indefinitely. 

Russian flows this winter might be less. Gazprom not 

meeting nominations. New demand from Ukraine adds 

upward pressure on European hubs.
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Liquidity growing at hubs
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Source: LEBA, ICE, PEGAS, CEGH



Dutch hub – half as liquid as Henry Hub
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Source: Platts calculations using data from ICE, LEBA, PEGAS, Gasunie and National Grid



N Asia: prime for sellers
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Spot, oil indexed prices diverge
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Source: Platts, BAFA



LNG send-out from Qatar falls in UK, Italy
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Source: Platts



UK avoids high-priced LNG
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LNG becomes too expensive in the UK when the price is high relative to 

other sources (this summer, that price was above $12/MMBtu)

Source: Platts



Latin America able to pay up for spot LNG
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Source: Platts

On the other hand, Brazil and Argentina have no choice  so they pay up.



Winter Wild Cards – Atlantic Push and Pull

Push – Why cargoes could leave Pull – Why cargoes could stay

Hydropower levels in Brazil rising with 

heavy rain.

Ukraine crisis may keep gas in Europe

China and India opportunistically seeking 

low-priced LNG as Japan and Korea hold 

back

Winter demand in Europe – Should an 

emergency arise, LNG send-out can react 

more quickly than traditional storage

Argentina annual tender –not on the cards Volume overhang from South Korea could Argentina annual tender –not on the cards 

just yet, but no buying until March.

Volume overhang from South Korea could 

result in LNG remaining in Europe 

Australian projects, Gorgon and QC LNG 

have been delayed – Initially slated to 

start Q4 2014

European hub prices now above net-backs 

for cargoes to Asia with some storage stll

left onshore 

PNG LNG producing well – Term deliveries 

may take some steam off Pacific spot 

pricing



Europe’s gas balance
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LNG storage at high level
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Source: GIE



Building storage needs wide spreads
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Source: Platts

15 p/th spread between Q3 and Q4 pre-recesssion



…But seasonal spreads have been crushed
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Source: Platts

Industrial demand is less, easing the winter supply



• Little impact on current oil production as projects targeted 

are under development

• But most of the sanctions will not affect gas production 

from Europe’s perspective.

• Little impact on Rosneft finances, as already under US 

Impact of EU sanctions on Russian oil, gas
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• Little impact on Rosneft finances, as already under US 

financial sanctions and therefore effectively banned from 

Western debt markets in general

• Russian government expected to step in to support Novatek

and Rosneft financially if needed

• Possible impact on long-term production if sanctions in 

place for extended period



The dash away from gas in UK power mix
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Source: Powervision
Coal has overtaken gas since 2012



Conclusions

Europe’s gas markets have been hit by a triple whammy: 

economic recession and liberalization have exposed the 

market value of gas, versus the artificial value set by oil. 

Second, US shale gas has displaced coal, which has ended up in 

Europe.

Third, the demand for sustainability has not been met as the Third, the demand for sustainability has not been met as the 

carbon price has been too low to encourage switching from 

coal.

Big change is on the way by 2020 as more supplies come to 

market. 
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